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cells in zebrafish. Understanding the relationship between the nature of a cell's history (e.g. its
spatial location and specific temporal phases in the cell cycle) and the molecular events that occur
during differentiation is a grand challenge in developmental biology. In this protocol we describe
how to map the genome of individual cells in the embryonic zebrafish using lacZ-based molecular
genetics. The method involves whole-mount in situ hybridization of lacZ-expressing zebrafish,
followed by sectioning the embryos and imaging their cells using laser scanning confocal
microscopy. As an example, we describe how to map the zebrafish genome of individual cells in the
embryonic optic tectum, a region in which progenitors proliferate and differentiate into neurons.
Detailed mapping of genetic elements is followed by the isolation of lacZ-positive cells using
fluorescence activated cell sorting and genotyping of the isolated cells to unambiguously determine
their genetic origin. We also describe how to characterize cells expressing lacZ in their tissues using
a range of molecular biological techniques, including mRNA in situ hybridization, immunostaining,
and RT-PCR. This method provides a comprehensive mapping of gene expression in the developing
neural system of the larval zebrafish.King of the Heart King of the Heart is an album by the English
guitarist Gary Moore. Released in late 1977, the album saw Moore's return to an instrumental-led
recording for the first time in three years (having released Glitter in November 1975) and was a
commercial success. Recording Moore returned to his home town of Huddersfield to record the
album with his longtime bassist Dick Morrissey, pianist John Giblin (both had backed Moore on
1972's Reckless), and drummer Mick Hutton. Moore had recorded his two previous Huddersfield
albums, Truth (1973) and Glitter (1975), at London's Olympic Sound Studios. Martin Quittenton of
The Flys was the engineer for Truth and Glitter and was again hired for King of the Heart. Moore
was uneasy at first as it would be another five years before he released his next album, but said: "It's
about four o'clock in the morning and you haven't slept for days, you're really knackered and you
think 'All right, I
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